Unlocking the
true value of
remote operations
5 action points for operators
The reality of autonomous vessels is a long journey for most maritime organisations.
However, the technology enabling remote operations for purposes including monitoring, support,
training and medical assistance is here now, and advancing at pace. This technology is already
creating new opportunities to standardise systems, improve efficiency and reduce costs.
But in an unpredictable maritime world,
what should organisations do as they cautiously
seek to adopt more digitalisation and successfully
transition to a smart, compliant, sustainable and
more profitable future?
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Understand the Cyber
Security implications
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Accept that transformation is
a journey, not a destination
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Specify satellite solutions
purpose-designed for maritime
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Leverage new broadband possibilities
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Select partners with proven stability,
expertise, and long-term vision

There are no short cuts that will take you from operations
today to digital transformation. This is a challenging but
necessary process which should begin with a precise
and critical cost/benefit assessment of the many
possibilities available.

Providing affordable, fast and hybrid connectivity
combined with standardised IT solutions ensures quality
internet connectivity - these are the cornerstones for the
adoption of remote technologies. This is no longer on the
way, it is already here. Be prepared to move fast, think big
and long term before your competitors do!

Whether your focus is protection of data, potential damage
and loss, liability, compliance, or the impact on insurance,
companies need to be aware and well covered as they seek
to balance digital opportunity with new cyber threats.
In such a world, cyber security is paramount.

Many shore-based solutions focusing on remote operations
are not designed to work in a maritime environment.
Select the right mix of software and applications from
specialists who understand your unique challenges
and environment.

Building a network of reliable partnerships is of utmost
importance before investing in your digital future:
Consider how much stability, expertise, flexibility and
future path a connectivity provider should offer you;
for example, can they offer hybrid connectivity solutions,
4/5G or cloud access and SDWan?

Explore the
possibilities
Marlink has been a pioneer in remote technology
for decades. Today, we go Above & Beyond for maritime
companies in their quest to work smarter, more profitably
and more sustainably.
We offer industry-leading smart network solutions to
support remote operations accross hybrid connectivity, IT,
IoT and Cyber Security, all of which can be used to mitigate risk,
enhance security measures and improve automation.

What’s driving change?
Covid-19
The pandemic is significantly accelerating
digitalisation.

Cloud solutions
In April 2020, Microsoft reported a 775%
increase in use of cloud services.

Pace of transformation
More than two thirds of the maritime industry
consider themselves ‘digital-ready’ but only
30% believe they are advanced in progressing
their digital transformation.

Legacy practices
It’s estimated that at least half of vessel
software updates are still performed by
physical medias such as CDs and USBs.

Cyber threats
Vessel operators have reported a 400% increase
in cyber attacks since the pandemic began.

Outdated software
Marlink’s IT team estimate that 4 out of 5
vessels are running a version of Windows
which is too old to be updated.
Visit marlink.com/remoteops
to learn more or contact us for a consultation.

